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PH6251 ENGINEERING PHYSICS-II 
 (UNIT – I) CONDUCTING MATERIALS 

1. Define Fermi energy. Write Fermi-Dirac distribution function and explain how Fermi function 
varies with temperature 

2. The density and atomic weight of copper are 8900 Kg m-3 and 63.5.  The relaxation time of 
electron in Cu at 300 K is 10-14S.  Assuming that each copper atom contributes one free 
electron, Calculate the electrical conductivity of copper 

3. Derive an expression for electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity of metals. State the 
assumptions of the classical free electron model 

4. Derive an expression for density of energy states. Using the expressions find an expression for 
Fermi energy level for metals at 0K 

5. Based on classical free electron theory, arrive at the microscopic form of ohm’s law 
(UNIT – II) SEMI CONDUCTING MATERIALS 

1. Derive an expression for the electrical conductivity of an intrinsic semiconductor. Starting with 
the conductivity of charge carriers in an intrinsic semi conductor, describe how you will 
determine the band gap of an intrinsic semiconductor.  

2. What is Hall Effect? Derive an expression of Hall coefficient of an  N -  type semiconductor. 
Discuss experimental setup for the measurement of Hall coefficient 

3. Obtain an expression for the carrier concentration in an n –type semiconductor. 
4. Derive an expression for density of holes in the VB of  P type extrinsic semiconductor. 

(UNIT – III) MAGNETIC MATERIALS 
1. Explain the domain theory of ferromagnetism and also explain the hysteresis on the basis of 

domain theory of ferromagnetism. 
2. Give the classification of magnetic materials on the basis of magnetic susceptibility and spin.  

Compare their properties. 
3. Describe the structure, properties and applications of ferrites.    
4. What are the hard and soft magnetic materials? Compare their properties. Give some 

examples. 
(UNIT- IV) DIELECTRIC MATERIALS 

1. Explain the different types of polarization mechanisms involved in a dielectric material.  
Derive expressions for electronic and ionic Polarisabilities. 

2. What is meant by local field in a dielectric and how is it calculated for a cubic structure. 
Deduce the clausius-Mosotti relation. 

3. What are ferroelectric materials? Mention few examples and explain any four applications 
of ferroelectric materials, and also their properties. 

4. Discuss the applications of dielectrics in capacitors and transformer core. 
(UNIT- V) ADVANCED ENGINEERING MATERIALS 

1. What are metallic glasses? How are they prepared? Explain their properties and 
applications. 

2. What are shape memory alloys? Write their characteristics. List out any four applications of 
shape memory alloys.  Mention any two advantages and two disadvantages. 
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3. Write short notes on bio materials and their applications. 
4. Write short notes on NLO materials and their applications. 
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